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Abstract 
In this document, we provide step-by-step guidance to configure support for the SAFe 4.5 

methodology in CLM tooling, building on an environment configured for SAFe 4.0.  
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CONFIGURING IBM 
COLLABORATIVE LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT (CLM) FOR 
SAFE® 4.5 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Complete end-to-end support for SAFe 4.0 was delivered in version 6.0.3 of the IBM Collaborative 

Lifecycle Management (CLM) solution, although beta templates for earlier CLM versions have been 

available since early 2016. On June 22, 2017, Scaled Agile Inc. announced SAFe 4.5. This document 

describes how to configure a CLM tooling environment based on the SAFe 4.0 templates to support SAFe 

4.5. If you are interested in doing these kinds of configurations but you are not starting from a SAFe 4.0-

based environment, consult the Configuring the SAFe® Methodology in CLM site to access additional 

configuration guidelines documentation as necessary to bring your environment up to the correct level:  

• Configuring SAFe 4.0 in CLM: To configure an existing SAFe 3.0-based environment for SAFe 4.0 

• Configuring SAFe V3.0 in CLM: To configure an existing Scrum-based environment for SAFe 3.0 

To learn more about what’s new in SAFe 4.5 and how CLM can support it today, please take a look at 

this blog post on jazz.net: https://jazz.net/blog/index.php/2017/06/27/ibms-clm-solution-supports-safe-

4-5-today/. 

WHAT’S NEW IN SAFE 4.5? 
The template changes covered in this document impact all three applications: Rational Team Concert 

(RTC), Rational DOORS Next Generation (RDNG) and Rational Quality Manager (RQM). Each application’s 

template updates are covered in a separate section, so you can easily find what you need for your 

environment.  

One of the key changes in SAFe 4.5 is the articulation of 4 configurable framework options. IBM’s 

templates for SAFe in essence support all 4 of these configurations already, although for Large Solution 

SAFe and Portfolio SAFe, constructs exist currently in the SAFe Portfolio templates that relate to both 

the Portfolio and to the Value Stream/Solution. Let me elaborate on these configurations and how they 

map to existing templates, or new ones that should be created:  

• Full SAFe: Utilizes the SAFe Portfolio and SAFe Program templates.  

• Large Solution SAFe: A variation of the existing SAFe Portfolio templates to remove the Portfolio-

specific constructs.  

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/wikis/home?lang=en#!/wiki/W54ecb028c53d_48b0_9d5e_4584a00489d3/page/Configuring%20the%20SAFe%C2%AE%20Methodology%20in%20CLM
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/groups/service/html/communityview?communityUuid=c914709e-8097-4537-92ef-8982fc416138#fullpageWidgetId=Wedf911c66e55_4a99_b89e_1bbdb89a7919&file=7e4670c1-3c41-4781-9778-1258ca93f4fb
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/groups/service/html/communityview?communityUuid=c914709e-8097-4537-92ef-8982fc416138#fullpageWidgetId=Wedf911c66e55_4a99_b89e_1bbdb89a7919&file=82cb5dbf-46ec-45d3-aeca-2b206a3ec3fb
https://jazz.net/blog/index.php/2017/06/27/ibms-clm-solution-supports-safe-4-5-today/
https://jazz.net/blog/index.php/2017/06/27/ibms-clm-solution-supports-safe-4-5-today/
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• Portfolio SAFe: A variation of the existing SAFe Portfolio templates to remove the Value Stream-

specific constructs.  

• Essential SAFe: Utilizes the SAFe Program template for Rational Team Concert.  

ASSUMPTIONS 
The steps in this document assume that:  

• You have existing SAFe 4.0 Portfolio and/or SAFe 4.0 Program  project areas configured in one 

of three ways:  

a. Using the templates delivered in CLM 6.0.3 

b. Using beta templates provided for use prior to CLM 6.0.3 

c. Configured by hand using the guidelines documentation referenced above 

• You have Administrative authority and experience configuring process/project templates.  

This guide describes how to configure an existing project area instance. It does not describe how to 

create your own templates. For further information on that process, you can refer to the Configuring 

SAFe V4.0 in CLM document, which describes the process to create new templates for SAFe 4.0.  

Note that, if you have already customized some of the constructs delivered out of the box with the SAFe 

4.0 templates, some of the instructions and/or screen captures may not match your environment.  

RTC SAFE 4.5 CONFIGURATION 
In this section, you configure your existing SAFe 4.0-based RTC project areas to support SAFe 4.5. Note 

that in order to complete these updates, you will be using both the Browser and the Eclipse interfaces.  

PREPARATION 
Before configuring SAFe 4.5 Portfolio or Program project areas, you need to have existing project areas 

based on the SAFe 4.0 templates. We will assume you have two RTC project areas that we refer to as My 

SAFe 4.5 Portfolio and My SAFe 4.5 Program. If you need to create new project areas in RTC, follow 

these steps; otherwise go directly to SAFe 4.5 Portfolio Configurations.   

1. Launch RTC’s Administration Page in your browser and log on as an Administrator.  

2. Navigate to the Templates page by selecting the Template option from the menu bar.  

3. Ensure you have the SAFe predefined templates deployed:  

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/groups/service/html/communityview?communityUuid=c914709e-8097-4537-92ef-8982fc416138#fullpageWidgetId=Wedf911c66e55_4a99_b89e_1bbdb89a7919&file=7e4670c1-3c41-4781-9778-1258ca93f4fb
https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/groups/service/html/communityview?communityUuid=c914709e-8097-4537-92ef-8982fc416138#fullpageWidgetId=Wedf911c66e55_4a99_b89e_1bbdb89a7919&file=7e4670c1-3c41-4781-9778-1258ca93f4fb
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If you do not see these, click the Deploy Predefined Templates link. If you are on a version of RTC 

that is older than 6.0.3, you will need to use the beta templates which can be downloaded from the 

SAFe 4.0 Assets page.  You will then need to use Import Template to import the Portfolio and 

Program templates into your environment.  

  

4. Select Project Areas > Create > Project Area from the menu bar and create a new My SAFe 4.5 

Portfolio project area using the SAFe 4.0 Process (Portfolio) template:  

 

5. Save your changes. 

6. Add yourself as a member of the project area and assign the Portfolio Manager role and save your 

changes.  

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/wikis/home?lang=en&cm_mc_uid=97968658639514600559723&cm_mc_sid_50200000=1461599490#!/wiki/W54ecb028c53d_48b0_9d5e_4584a00489d3/page/SAFe%C2%AE%204.0%20Assets
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7. In another browser tab, launch RTC’s Administration Page, log on as an Administrator and Select 

Project Areas > Create > Project Area.  

8. Create a second project area My SAFe 4.5 Program based on the SAFe 4.0 Process (Program) 

template:  

 

9. Save your changes. Leave both project areas opened in your browser.  

10. Add yourself as a member of the project area and assign the Product Manager role and save your 

changes.   

Update the project area characteristics as described in the sections below for each of the project areas.  

SAFE 4.5 PORTFOLIO CONFIGURATIONS 
In the SAFe 4.5 Portfolio, key changes include:  

• Terminology changes to move from Value Stream to Solution. This impacts the Plans and Plan Views, 

Roles, Work Items and Timeline. 

• Workflow changes to accommodate increased focus on the Continuous Delivery Pipeline. The 

Capability work item type will have an updated workflow.  

• Addition of the Compliance Enabler Type, which impacts the Epics and the Capability.  

• Updates to incorporate the concept of Benefit Hypothesis, which also impacts the Epics and the 

Capability.  

Note that Value Streams still exist and represent the means of delivering Large Solutions, so we will keep 

the Team Areas within the Portfolio as Value Streams.  

Although SAFe 4.5 introduces multiple named configurations above the Program level, SAFe 4.0 provides 

a single one aligned with the Full SAFe configuration. It is your choice to configure Full SAFe or a 

variation of it, Large Solution SAFe or Portfolio SAFe, which would require removing some of the 

unnecessary constructs. This document focuses on Full SAFe.  
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CONFIGURATIONS IN THE BROWSER 
1. Launch RTC’s Administration Page in your browser and log on as an Administrator and navigate to 

the My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio project area.  

TIMELINES 

In this section, you change the Timeline to reflect the terminology change from Value Stream to Solution 

in the timeline.  

2. In the Browser user interface, select the Timelines option in the left navigation bar and then expand 

the SAFe 4.0 Portfolio [Project Timeline] iteration to expose the iterations with the Value Stream 

label:  

 

3. Select the SAFe 4.0 Portfolio [Project Timeline] and then click the Edit Properties… button to 

rename it to SAFe Portfolio:  
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4. Click OK in the Edit the Timeline dialog. Repeat this process to rename the Value Stream Roadmap 

and Value Stream PI Cadence iterations so that your updated Timeline looks like this:  

 
5. Save your changes.  

ROLES  

In this section, you simply need to change the Value Stream Engineer role to Solution Train Engineer.  

6. In the Browser user interface, select Roles in the left navigation bar.  

7. Update the Value Stream Engineer role to Solution Train Engineer:  

  

8. Click on Solution Architect and replace the Description:  

SAFe Solution Level: Responsible for the overall architectural and 

engineering design of the solution, aligns the Solution Train and 

the Agile Release Trains to a common technological and architectural 

vision. 

9. Click on Solution Manager and replace the Description:  

SAFe Solution Level: Responsible for development and prioritization 

of the Solution Backlog. Works with stakeholders to understand their 

needs, creates the vision and roadmap, defines requirements and 

guide work through the Solution Kanban. 
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10. Save your changes.  

WORK ITEMS 

In this section, you update the Portfolio Epic, Value Stream Epic, Capability, and PI Objective work item 

types.  

11. In the Browser user interface, select Work Items in the left navigation bar, then select 

Enumerations and the SAFe Enabler Type enumeration:  

 
12. Scroll to the Literals section and click the Add… button to create the Compliance literal:  

 

13. Click OK in the Add Literal dialog.  

14. Select to edit the PI Objective Type enumeration.  

15. In the Literals section, click to edit the Value Stream literal and change it to Solution:  
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16. Save your changes.  

17. Select Types and Attributes from the Work Items menu and then choose the Value Stream Epic 

work item type to edit it:  

 

18. Change the name from Value Stream Epic to Solution Epic:  

 

19. Save your changes.  

20. Select Workflows from the Work Items menu and then choose the Value Stream Epic Workflow 

workflow to edit it, updating the name and description:  
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21. Save your changes.  

If desired, you can navigate to the Process Description in the left navigation bar and make relevant 

updates.  

CONFIGURATIONS IN THE ECLIPSE CLIENT 
The remainder of the Portfolio updates will be done in the Eclipse client.  

1. Launch RTC in the Eclipse client and establish a Repository Connection.  

2. Right-click on the Repository Connection, choose Managed Connected Project Areas and select the 

My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio project area.  

3. Right-click to open the My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio project area.  

WORK ITEMS 

EPIC - VALUE STATEMENT UPDATES 

 

4. Click the Process Configuration tab and navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > 

Work Items > Attribute Customizations in the Configuration box on the left: 

This section describes how to convert from Value Statement to Epic Hypothesis Statement for 

Portfolio and Solution Epics. In doing so, we recommend you “replace” the existing Value 

Statement with a new attribute that can support rich text.  

Please Note: If you have existing Epics with Value Statement content, you must decide whether 

you want to define a new attribute that can support Rich Text. This will require copying content 

from the old attribute to the new attribute. Consider also that the Value Statement is shared 

between the Portfolio Epic and the Solution Epic.  

The instructions assume you are replacing the attribute. If you do not want to do that, simply 

edit the existing Value Statement Default Value and attribute accordingly.  
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5. Click the Add… button to add a new Default Value for the Epic Hypothesis Statement:  

 

6. Copy-paste the following HTML text into the Configuration box (if you do not want to replace the 

existing Value Statement attribute, copy-paste this text into the existing Value Statement default 

value instead):  

For <customers> who <do something> the <solution> is a <something - the "how"> that 

<provides this value> Unlike <competitor, current solution, or non-existing 

solution> our solution <does something better - the "why"> 

 

Outcomes hypothesis:  

* 

* 

 

Leading indicators:  

* (early innovation accounting measures) 

* 

 

NFRs:  

* 

* 

 

7. Save your changes.  
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8. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Types and Attributes in the 

Configuration box on the left: 

 

 
9. Select Portfolio Epic and scroll to the Attributes section.  

10. Locate the Value Statement attribute and perform one of the following actions:  

a. If you do not want to convert the Value Statement to support rich text, simply click the 

Edit… button to change the name to Epic Hypothesis Statement and use the 

Default Value created above:  

 

b. If you do want rich text support, click the Add… button to create a new Epic Hypothesis 

Statement attribute:  
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11. Click OK. If you are replacing the Value Statement attribute with the new Epic Hypothesis Statement, 

you can remove the Value Statement attribute, although it is not necessary because you will simply 

be replacing it in the presentation views.  

12. If you are replacing the Value Statement, select the Solution Epic to edit it, scroll to the Attributes 

section and click Add… to add the existing Epic Hypothesis Statement:  
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13. Click OK, then Save your changes.  

14. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Editor Presentations in the 

Configuration box on the left: 

 

15. Select the com.ibm.team.editor.portfolioEpic Editor Presentation and locate the Overview > Value 

Statement section.  

16. Click Edit… to change the name to Epic Hypothesis Statement (Note that you should do 

this even if you are not converting the Value Statement attribute to support rich text):  
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17. If you are changing to the new attribute, expand this Epic Hypothesis Statement section. Click on the 

Value Statement attribute then Edit… and click OK when prompted to unlock this shared section (it 

is shared with the Solution Epic):  

 

18. In the Edit Presentation dialog, specify the Epic Hypothesis Statement attribute:  
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19. Click OK, then Save your changes.  

20. Repeat these same steps to update the Value Statement in the following editors:  

• com.ibm.team.apt.planPreview: Change both the Portfolio Epic and Value Stream Epic sections, 

changing the name of the Value Stream Epic section to Solution Epic 

• com.ibm.team.workitem.web.inline: Change both the Portfolio Epic and Value Stream Epic 

sections, changing the name of the Value Stream Epic section to Solution Epic 

21. Save your changes.  

 

CAPABILITY – BENEFIT HYPOTHESIS UPDATE 

22. Select the com.ibm.team.editor.capability Editor Presentation and locate the Overview > 

Description section.  

23. Click Edit… to change the name to Benefit Hypothesis:  
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24. Repeat this change to update the Description in the following editors:  

• com.ibm.team.apt.planPreview: Change the Description in the Capability section 

• com.ibm.team.workitem.web.inline: Change the Description in the Capability section 

25. Save your changes.  

WORKFLOW UPDATES 

26. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Workflows in the 

Configuration box on the left: 

This section describes how to update workflows to address changes in the SAFe 4.5 Kanban 

systems.  If you have customized the workflow that comes out of the box with the SAFe 4.0 

templates, you must take care not to disrupt the state of existing working items. Use the Check 

usages of this workflow in the repository link to verify that you have not introduced any 

workflow issues prior to saving your changes.  
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27. Select Portfolio Epic Workflow in the Choose the Workflow to Edit: selection list.  

28. Scroll to the States section and change the Done state to Accepted:  

 

29. Go to the Actions section and change the Close action to Accept:  
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30. Save your changes.    

31. Select Solution Epic Workflow in the Choose the Workflow to Edit: selection list.  

32. Scroll to the States section and change the Done state to Accepted:  

 

33. Go to the Actions section and change the Close action to Accept:  
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34. Save your changes.    

35. Select Capability Workflow in the Choose the Workflow to Edit: selection list.  

36. In the State Groups section, add a Deployment State Group: 

 

37. In the States section, add/update the States highlighted in green:  
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38. Save your changes.  

39. In the Actions section, add/update the Actions highlighted in green: 

 

40. Save your changes.  

41. In the Transitions section, add the new Transitions highlighted in green:  
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42. Save your changes.  

 

PLAN TYPE & PLAN VIEWS 

In this section, you will update the Plan Types and Plan Views related to Value Streams to reflect the 

terminology change to Solution and to reflect the updates to the Kanban workflow.   

This is done in the XML source.  

43. Click on the Process Configuration Source tab.  

44. Search for "sg11" and replace it with "deployment" every place it appears, for 
example:  

<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" icon="processattachment:/workflow/done.gif" 

id="sg11" name="Deployment" oslcGroup="oslc-approved"/> 

45. Locate this group of <stateGroupDefinition> lines and change the order so that it appears like this  

<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" icon="processattachment:/workflow/done.gif" 
id="deployment" name="Deployment" oslcGroup="oslc-approved"/>       
<stateGroupDefinition category="closed" icon="processattachment:/workflow/close.gif" 
id="done" name="Done" oslcGroup="oslc-closed"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="closed" icon="processattachment:/workflow/close.gif" 
id="closed" name="Closed" oslcGroup="oslc-closed"/>       
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<stateGroupDefinition category="closed" icon="processattachment:/workflow/reject.gif" 
id="invalid" name="Invalid"/> 

 
46. Save your changes.  

PLAN VIEW: PORTFOLIO KANBAN VIEW 

47. Search for Portfolio Kanban View to locate the following XML for the Portfolio Kanban View plan 

view:  
 

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.portfolioKanbanBoard" name="Portfolio 
Kanban View" progressMode="NONE"> 
 

48. Scroll down to the <viewmode> section and replace the entire section of XML with this:  

 

<viewmode definition="com.ibm.team.apt.internal.viewmode.kanban"> 
<parameters> 

<parameter key="open" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="open-New" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="analysis-Approved" value="true"/>                    

  <parameter key="implementation-Validating on Staging" value="true"/>  
  <parameter key="inprogress" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="inprogress-In Development" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="inprogress-Reviewed" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="inprogress-In Progress" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="inprogress-Approved" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="inprogress-In Test" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="deployment" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="deployment-Deploying to Production" value="true"/> 

<parameter key="deployment-Releasing" value="true"/>                                 
<parameter key="invalid" value="true"/> 

  <parameter key="invalid-Invalid" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="invalid-Rejected" value="true"/>                    
  <parameter key="closed-Done" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="closed-Closed" value="true"/> 
  <parameter key="done-Done" value="true"/> 

<parameter key="done-Closed" value="true"/>                            
<parameter key="kanban-config" 
value="{&quot;review&quot;:10,&quot;analysis&quot;:5}"/> 

 </parameters> 
</viewmode> 

49. Save your changes.  

PLAN TYPE: VALUE STREAM BACKLOG  SOLUTION BACKLOG  

50. Search for Value Stream Backlog to locate the following XML for the Value Stream Backlog plan 

type:  

<plantype id="com.ibm.team.apt.plantype.valueStreamBacklog" name="Value Stream Backlog" 

51. Change the plan type name to Solution Backlog:   

<plantype id="com.ibm.team.apt.plantype.valueStreamBacklog" name="Solution Backlog" 

PLAN VIEW: VALUE STREAM KANBAN VIEW  SOLUTION EPIC KANBAN VIEW  

52. Search for Value Stream Kanban View to locate the following XML for the Value Stream Kanban View 

plan view:  
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<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.valueStreamKanbanBoard" name="Value 

Stream Kanban View" 

53. Change the plan view name to Solution Epic Kanban View:   

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.valueStreamKanbanBoard" name="Solution 

Epic Kanban View" 

54. Scroll down to the <viewmode> section and replace the entire section of XML with this:  

 

<viewmode definition="com.ibm.team.apt.internal.viewmode.kanban"> 
<parameters> 

<parameter key="open" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="open-New" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="backlog" value="true" /> 
<parameter key="backlog-Approved" value="true" /> 
<parameter key="implementation" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="implementation-Implementing" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="implementation-Validating on Staging" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-In Development" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-Reviewed" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-In Progress" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-Approved" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-In Test" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="deployment" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="deployment-Deploying to Production" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="deployment-Releasing" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="invalid" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="invalid-Invalid" value="true"/> 

  <parameter key="invalid-Rejected" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="closed-Done" value="true"/>      

 <parameter key="closed-Closed" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Done" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Closed" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="kanban-config" 
value="{&quot;review&quot;:10,&quot;analysis&quot;:5}"/> 

 </parameters> 
</viewmode> 

55. Update the Value Stream Epic filter by searching for:  

id="com.ibm.team.apt.filter.excludeNonValueStreamEpics" 

And changing the <filter…> line to this:   

<filter description="Exclude all work item types except solution epics. " 
id="com.ibm.team.apt.filter.excludeNonValueStreamEpics" 
implementation="com.ibm.team.apt.shared.ui.internal.filter.WorkItemTypeFilter" name="All 
except solution epics"> 

 

56. Save your changes.  

PLAN VIEW: VALUE STREAM ROADMAP VIEW  SOLUTION ROADMAP VIEW  

57. Search for Value Stream Roadmap to locate the following XML for the Value Stream Roadmap plan 

view:  
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<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.valueStreamRoadmap" name="Value Stream 

Roadmap" 

58. Change the plan view name to Solution Roadmap:   

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.valueStreamRoadmap" name="Solution 

Roadmap" 

PLAN VIEW: CAPABILITY KANBAN VIEW  SOLUTION KANBAN VIEW  

59. Search for Capability Kanban View to locate the following XML for the Capability Kanban View plan 

view:  

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.capabilityKanbanBoard" name="Capability 

Kanban View" 

60. Change the plan view name to Solution Kanban View:   

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.capabilityKanbanBoard" name="Solution 

Kanban View" progressMode="NONE"> 

61. Scroll down to the <viewmode> section and replace the entire section of XML with this:  

<viewmode definition="com.ibm.team.apt.internal.viewmode.kanban"> 
<parameters> 

<parameter key="open" value="true"/> 
 <parameter key="open-New" value="true"/> 

<parameter key="review" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="review-Reviewing" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="analysis-Approved" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress" value="true"/>               

 <parameter key="inprogress-In Development" value="true"/>               
 <parameter key="inprogress-Reviewed" value="true"/>    
 <parameter key="inprogress-In Progress" value="true"/>   
 <parameter key="inprogress-Approved" value="true"/>    
 <parameter key="inprogress-In Test" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="invalid" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="invalid-Invalid" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="invalid-Rejected" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="closed-Done" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="closed-Closed" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Done" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="done-Closed" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="kanban-config" 
value="{&quot;backlog&quot;:10,&quot;analysis&quot;:15,&quot;implementation&quot;:5}"/>
</parameters> 

</viewmode> 

62. Save your changes.  

Congratulations! You have completed the SAFe 4.5 configuration for your Rational Team Concert 

Portfolio environment! 

SAFE 4.5 PROGRAM CONFIGURATIONS 
In the SAFe 4.5 Program, key changes include:  

• Workflow changes to accommodate increased focus on the Continuous Delivery Pipeline. The 

Feature work item type will have an updated workflow.  

• Addition of the Compliance Enabler Type, which impacts the Epic and Feature.  
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• Updates to incorporate the concept of Benefit Hypothesis, which also impacts the Epics and the 

Capability.  

In SAFe 4.5, the SAFe Program represents the Essential SAFe configuration.  

All of the Program template changes will be made in the Eclipse client.  

CONFIGURATIONS IN THE ECLIPSE CLIENT 
1. Launch RTC in the Eclipse client and establish a Repository Connection.  

2. Right-click on the Repository Connection, choose Managed Connected Project Areas and select the 

My SAFe 4.5 Program project area. 

3. Right-click to open the My SAFe 4.5 Program project area.  

WORK ITEMS 

SAFE ENABLER TYPE ENUMERATION 

4. Click the Process Configuration tab and navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > 

Work Items > Enumerations in the Configuration box on the left: 

 

5. Choose the SAFe Enabler Type enumeration to edit, the click on the Add… button to the right of the 

Enumeration Literals: box to add Compliance:  
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6. Click OK, then Save your changes.  

EPIC - VALUE STATEMENT UPDATES 

 

 

7. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Attribute Customizations in 

the Configuration box on the left: 

 

This section describes how to convert from Value Statement to Epic Hypothesis Statement for 

Portfolio and Solution Epics. In doing so, we recommend you “replace” the existing Value 

Statement with a new attribute that can support rich text.  

Please Note: If you have existing Epics with Value Statement content, you must decide whether 

you want to define a new attribute that can support Rich Text. This will require copying content 

from the old attribute to the new attribute. Consider also that the Value Statement is shared 

between the Portfolio Epic and the Solution Epic.  

The instructions assume you are replacing the attribute. If you do not want to do that, simply 

edit the existing Value Statement Default Value and attribute accordingly.  
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8. Click the Add… button to add a new Default Value for the Epic Hypothesis Statement:  

 

9. Copy-paste the following HTML text into the Configuration box (if you do not want to replace the 

existing Value Statement attribute, copy-paste this text into the existing Value Statement default 

value instead):  

For <customers> who <do something> the <solution> is a <something - the "how"> that 

<provides this value> Unlike <competitor, current solution, or non-existing 

solution> our solution <does something better - the "why"> 

 

Outcomes hypothesis:  

* 

* 

 

Leading indicators:  

* (early innovation accounting measures) 

* 

 

NFRs:  

* 

* 

 

10. Save your changes.  

11. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Types and Attributes in the 

Configuration box on the left: 
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12. Select Program Epic and scroll to the Attributes section.  

13. Locate the Value Statement attribute and perform one of the following actions:  

a. If you do not want to convert the Value Statement to support rich text, simply click the 

Edit… button to change the name to Epic Hypothesis Statement and use the 

Default Value created above:  

 

b. If you do want rich text support, click the Add… button to create a new Epic Hypothesis 

Statement attribute:  
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14. Click OK. If you are replacing the Value Statement attribute with the new Epic Hypothesis Statement, 

you can remove the Value Statement attribute, although it is not necessary because you will simply 

be replacing it in the presentation views.  

15. Save your changes.  

16. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Editor Presentations in the 

Configuration box on the left: 

 

17. Select the com.ibm.team.editor.programEpic Editor Presentation and locate the Overview > Value 

Statement section.  
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18. Click Edit… to change the name to Epic Hypothesis Statement (Note that you should do 

this even if you are not converting the Value Statement attribute to support rich text):  

 

19. If you are changing to the new attribute, expand this Epic Hypothesis Statement section. Click on the 

Value Statement attribute then Edit… and specify the Epic Hypothesis Statement attribute:  

 

 

20. Click OK, then Save your changes.  

21. Repeat these same steps to update the Value Statement in the following editors:  

• com.ibm.team.apt.planPreview: Change the Program Epic 

• com.ibm.team.workitem.web.inline: Change the Program Epic 

22. Save your changes.  
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FEATURE – BENEFIT HYPOTHESIS UPDATE 

23. Select the com.ibm.team.editor.feature Editor Presentation and locate the Overview > Description 

section.  

24. Click Edit… to change the name to Benefit Hypothesis:  

 

25. Repeat this change to update the Description in the following editors:  

• com.ibm.team.apt.planPreview: Change the Description in the Feature section 

• com.ibm.team.workitem.web.inline: Change the Description in the Feature section 

26. Save your changes.  

WORKFLOW UPDATES – PROGRAM EPIC & FEATURE 

27. Navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work Items > Workflows in the 

Configuration box on the left: 

This section describes how to update workflows to address changes in the SAFe 4.5 Kanban 

systems.  You must take care not to disrupt the state of existing working items when you do this.  

Use the Check usages of this workflow in the repository link to verify that you have not 

introduced any workflow issues prior to saving your changes.  
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28. Select Program Epic Workflow in the Choose the Workflow to Edit: selection list.  

29. Scroll to the States section and change the Done state to Accepted:  

 

30. Go to the Actions section and change the Close action to Accept:  
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31. Save your changes.    

32. Select Feature Workflow in the Choose the Workflow to Edit: selection list.  

33. In the State Groups section, add a Deployment State Group: 

 

34. In the States section, add/update the States highlighted in green and remove the Integrating and 

Testing states:   
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35. In the Actions section, add/update the Actions highlighted in green: 

 

36. In the Transitions section, add the new Transitions highlighted in green:  
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37. Save your changes. Make sure you click the Check usages of this workflow in the repository hyperlink 

to reconcile the workflow updates with existing work items 

WORKFLOW UPDATES – STORY 

The next steps describe how to implement the Team Kanban to be consistent with SAFe 4.5. Do this only 

if you want the rigor described by that process.  

38. Select User Story Workflow in the Choose the Workflow to Edit: selection list.  

39. In the State Groups section, add new state groups highlighted:  
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40. In the States section, ensure you have all of the following States:    

 

41. In the Actions section, ensure you have all of the following Actions:  
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42. In the Transitions section, ensure you have the Transitions reflected:  
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43. Save your changes. Make sure you click the Check usages of this workflow in the repository hyperlink 

to reconcile the workflow updates with existing work items 

NUMERIC STORY POINTS CALCULATION 

In RTC 6.0.4, the Complexity attribute representing the Story Points enumeration was changed, causing 

the Story Points (numeric) calculation to no longer work properly. If you are using RTC 6.0.4, you will 

need to update the calculation script.  

44. In the Process Configuration tab, navigate to Project Configuration > Configuration Data > Work 

Items > Attribute Customizations, expand the Calculated Values and select Calculated Story Points 

(Numeric) calculation:  

 

45. Replace the script with this:  

/******************************************************************************* 

 * Licensed Materials - Property of IBM 

 * (c) Copyright IBM Corporation 2016. All Rights Reserved. 

 * 

 * Note to U.S. Government Users Restricted Rights:   

 * Use, duplication or disclosure restricted by GSA ADP Schedule  

 * Contract with IBM Corp.  

 *******************************************************************************/ 

dojo.provide("com.ibm.team.workitem.attribute.numStoryPtsValueProvider"); 

 

(function() { 

 var doDebug= true;  

    var scriptName= "numericStoryPointsCalculator"; 

  

dojo.declare("com.ibm.team.workitem.attribute.numStoryPtsValueProvider", null, { 

 

        getValue: function(attribute, workItem, configuration) { 

         // Grab the enumeration label for the Story Points attribute   

   var storyPtsLabel= 

workItem.getLabel("com.ibm.team.apt.attribute.complexity"); 

    

   // Declare the numeric Story Points attributes 

   var numStoryPts= 0;  

    

   // Set the numeric attribute based on the enumeration label 

   numStoryPts= calc(storyPtsLabel, 0); 

    

   return numStoryPts; 

 

   function calc(a_label, default_val) {  
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    var result= default_val; 

        switch (a_label) { 

     case '0 pts':  

      result= 0;  

      break; 

     case '1 pt':  

      result= 1; 

      break; 

     case '2 pts': 

      result= 2; 

      break; 

     case '3 pts':  

      result= 3; 

      break; 

     case '5 pts': 

      result= 5; 

      break; 

     case '8 pts':  

      result= 8; 

      break; 

     case '13 pts': 

      result= 13; 

      break; 

     case '20 pts': 

      result= 20; 

      break;  

     case '40 pts': 

      result= 40; 

      break; 

     case '100 pts': 

      result= 100; 

      break;  

        } 

       return result; 

   } 

        } 

 }); 

})(); 

46. Save your changes.  

PLAN TYPE & PLAN VIEWS 

In this section, you will update the Plan Types and Plan Views to reflect the updates to the Kanban 

workflow.   

This is done in the XML source.  

47. Click on the Process Configuration Source tab.  

48. Search for "sg11" and replace it with "deployment" every place it appears, for 
example:  

<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" icon="processattachment:/workflow/done.gif" 

id="sg11" name="Deployment" oslcGroup="oslc-approved"/> 

49. Locate the set of <stateGroupDefinition> lines and replace the entire section of lines with these:  

<stateGroupDefinition category="open" icon="processattachment:/workflow/new.gif" id="open" 
name="New"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="open" icon="processattachment:/workflow/funnel.png" 
id="funnel" name="Funnel"/> 
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<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" icon="processattachment:/workflow/review.gif" 
id="review" name="Review" oslcGroup="oslc-inprogress"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" 
icon="processattachment:/workflow/analysis.gif" id="analysis" name="Analysis" 
oslcGroup="oslc-inprogress"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" icon="processattachment:/workflow/backlog.gif" 
id="backlog" name="Backlog" oslcGroup="oslc-inprogress"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" 
icon="processattachment:/workflow/implementation.png" id="implementation" 
name="Implementation" oslcGroup="oslc-inprogress"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" 
icon="processattachment:/workflow/integration.png" id="integration" name="Integration" 
oslcGroup="oslc-inprogress"/>        
<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" 
icon="processattachment:/workflow/inprogress.gif" id="inprogress" name="In Progress" 
oslcGroup="oslc-inprogress"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="inprogress" icon="processattachment:/workflow/done.gif" 
id="deployment" name="Deployment" oslcGroup="oslc-approved"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="closed" icon="processattachment:/workflow/close.gif" 
id="done" name="Done" oslcGroup="oslc-closed"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="closed" icon="processattachment:/workflow/close.gif" 
id="closed" name="Closed" oslcGroup="oslc-closed"/> 
<stateGroupDefinition category="closed" icon="processattachment:/workflow/reject.gif" 
id="invalid" name="Invalid"/> 

50. Save your changes.  
 

PLAN VIEW: PROGRAM KANBAN VIEW  PROGRAM EPIC KANBAN VIEW  

51. Search for Program Kanban View to locate the following XML for the Program Kanban View plan 

view:  

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.programKanbanBoard" name="Program Kanban 

View" 

52. Change the plan view name to Program Epic Kanban View:   

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.programKanbanBoard" name="Program Epic 

Kanban View" 

53. Scroll down to the <viewmode> section and replace the entire section of XML with this:  

 

<viewmode definition="com.ibm.team.apt.internal.viewmode.kanban"> 
<parameters> 

<parameter key="open" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="open-New" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="backlog" value="true" /> 
<parameter key="backlog-Approved" value="true" /> 
<parameter key="implementation" value="true"/> 

  <parameter key="implementation-Implementing" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="implementation-Validating on Staging" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-In Development" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-Reviewed" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-In Progress" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-Approved" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress-In Test" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="deployment" value="true"/> 

  <parameter key="deployment-Deploying to Production" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="deployment-Releasing" value="true"/> 
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<parameter key="invalid" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="invalid-Invalid" value="true"/> 

  <parameter key="invalid-Rejected" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="closed-Done" value="true"/>      

 <parameter key="closed-Closed" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Done" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Closed" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="kanban-config" 
value="{&quot;review&quot;:10,&quot;analysis&quot;:5}"/> 

 </parameters> 
</viewmode> 

54. Save your changes.  

PLAN VIEW: FEATURE KANBAN VIEW  PROGRAM KANBAN VIEW  

55. Search for Feature Kanban View to locate the following XML for the Feature Kanban View plan view:  

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.featureKanbanBoard" name="Feature Kanban 

View" 

56. Change the plan view name to Program Kanban View:   

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.featureKanbanBoard" name="Program Kanban 

View" 

57. Scroll down to the <viewmode> section and replace the entire section of XML with this:  

<viewmode definition="com.ibm.team.apt.internal.viewmode.kanban"> 
<parameters> 

<parameter key="open" value="true"/> 
 <parameter key="open-New" value="true"/> 

<parameter key="review" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="review-Reviewing" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="analysis-Approved" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress" value="true"/>               

 <parameter key="inprogress-In Development" value="true"/>               
 <parameter key="inprogress-Reviewed" value="true"/>    
 <parameter key="inprogress-In Progress" value="true"/>   
 <parameter key="inprogress-Approved" value="true"/>    
 <parameter key="inprogress-In Test" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="invalid" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="invalid-Invalid" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="invalid-Rejected" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="closed-Done" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="closed-Closed" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Done" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="done-Closed" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="kanban-config" 
value="{&quot;backlog&quot;:10,&quot;analysis&quot;:15,&quot;implementation&quot;:5}"/>
</parameters> 

</viewmode> 

58. Save your changes.  

PLAN VIEW: SPRINT KANBAN PLAN VIEWS 

59. Search for Kanban Board to locate the following XML for the Sprint Kanban Board plan view:  

<planmode id="com.ibm.team.apt.viewmodes.internal.kanbanBoard" name="Kanban Board" 

progressMode="NONE"> 

60. Locate the <filters> section and excludeNonStoriesTasksAndDefects filter to this:   
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<filter definition="com.ibm.team.apt.filter.excludeNonStories"/> 

61. Scroll down to the <viewmode> section and replace the entire section of XML with this:  

<viewmode definition="com.ibm.team.apt.internal.viewmode.kanban"> 
<parameters> 

<parameter key="open" value="true"/> 
 <parameter key="open-New" value="true"/> 

<parameter key="review" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="analysis-Approved" value="true"/> 
<parameter key="inprogress" value="true"/>               

 <parameter key="inprogress-In Development" value="true"/>               
 <parameter key="inprogress-Reviewed" value="true"/>    
 <parameter key="inprogress-In Progress" value="true"/>   
 <parameter key="inprogress-Approved" value="true"/>    
 <parameter key="inprogress-In Test" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="invalid" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="invalid-Invalid" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="invalid-Rejected" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="closed-Done" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="closed-Closed" value="true"/>     
 <parameter key="done-Done" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="done-Closed" value="true"/>      
 <parameter key="kanban-config" 
value="{&quot;backlog&quot;:10,&quot;analysis&quot;:15,&quot;implementation&quot;:5}"/>
</parameters> 

</viewmode> 

62. Save your changes.  

Congratulations! You have completed the SAFe 4.5 configuration for your Rational Team Concert 

Program environment! 

RATIONAL DOORS NEXT GENERATION SAFE 4.5 TEMPLATE 
CONFIGURATION 
In this section, we configure your existing SAFe 4.0-based RDNG project areas to support SAFe 4.5. The 

summary of change to be made are:  

63. Update the Lightweight Business Case artifact and associated template 

64. Update the Solution Intent artifact and associated template 

65. Update the folders 

PREPARATION 
To configure an RDNG project area that supports SAFe 4.5, you start with an existing project area 

created using the SAFe 4.0 project template. You then will apply changes as documented in this section. 

We will assume your RDNG project area is My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio. If you need to create one, follow these 

steps, otherwise go directly to SAFe 4.5 Portfolio Configurations.   

1. Launch RDNG in your browser and logon on as an administrator. Navigate to the All Projects view.  

2. Select Create Project Area from the Administration drop-down menu option:  
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3. In the New Project wizard, specify a name: My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio. Click Next.  

 

4. Click Use a template to initially populate the project and select the SAFe Portfolio Project 

Template. Click Finish.   
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Your new project area will open in the browser.  

 

5. Select Manage this Project Area to go to the Administration page and add yourself as a project 

member with the Configuration Administrator role (at least):    

 

6. Select the Explore Project hyperlink to return to your project area.  
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SAFE 4.5 PORTFOLIO CONFIGURATIONS 
7. Launch RDNG in your browser and navigate to the My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio project area.  

UPDATE FOLDERS 
8. Navigate to the Artifacts view and expand the Folder hierarchy to expose the Lightweight Business 

Case folder, select the pencil icon to the right and then Rename Folder… :  

 

9. Change the name to Lean Business Cases:  

 

10. Repeat these steps to rename the Value Streams folder to Large Solutions. Your updated 

folder hierarchy should look similar to this:  
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LIGHTWEIGHT BUSINESS CASE  LEAN BUSINESS CASE 
11. Select the SAFe Artifact Templates folder, then click the [SAFe] Lightweight Business Case Template 

artifact to open it:  

 

12. Click the Edit button. Change the title to Lean Business Case Template and replace the 

contents of this artifact with the text below: 

Click to view Type Description 

[Epic Name] Business Case 

Epic Description 

<Derived from the Epic Hypothesis Statement in the linked Epic> 

Outcomes Hypothesis:   

<Describe how the success of the Epic will be measured>.  

http://ibm.biz/BdsT2J
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For example 

• 10% gain in share of enterprise agile market 
• 5% improvement in performance 

In Scope 

• ... 
• ... 
• ... 

Out of Scope 

• ... 
• ... 
• ... 

Non-Functional Requirements 

• ... 
• ... 

• ... 

Minimum Viable Product (MVP) Features 

• <Feature or Capability> 
• ... 
• ... 

Additional Potential Features 

• <Feature or Capability> 
• ... 
• ... 

Stakeholders/Sponsors 

<List the key business sponsors who will be supporting the initiative> 

Users & Markets Affected 

<Describe the user community of the solution and/or any markets affected> 

Products, Programs & Services Affected 
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<Identify the products, programs, services, teams, departments, etc., that will be 
(potentially) impacted by this Epic> 

Impact on Sales, Distribution, Deployment 

<Describe any impact on how the solution/product is sold, distributed or deployed> 

Analysis Summary 

<Brief summary of the analysis that has been completed to create this initial business 
case> 

Incremental Implementation Strategy 

<Epics are defined as a single whole, but each epic undergoes incremental 
implementation. Describe it here.> 

Sequencing & Dependencies 

<Describe any constraints for sequencing the Epic and identify any potential 
dependencies with other Epics.> 

Milestones & Checkpoints 

<Identify potential milestones or checkpoints for re-evaluation of this Epic.> 

Attachments 

<Attach any supporting docs.> 

13. Save your changes and close the editor, then select Manage Project Properties:  
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14. In the Artifact Data Types pane, click to create a new data type Type of 

Return as an enumeration with literals Improved Productivity, Increased 
Revenue, Market Share, New Markets Served, Other: 

 

15. Click OK then Save your changes.  

16. Repeat this process to add a Go_NoGo enumeration with two literals: Go, No-Go.  

17. Navigate to the Artifact Attributes pane, and click to create a new attribute 

Start Date with no initial value:  

 

18. Save your changes.  

19. Repeat this process to create the rest of the attributes for the Lean Business Case:  

Name: Estimated Completion Date 
Description: The date the Epic is estimated to complete.  
Data Type:  Date 
Initial Value: <none> 
 

Name: Funnel Entry Date 
Description: The date the Epic entered the Funnel.   
Data Type:  Date 
Initial Value: <none> 
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Name: Epic Owner 
Description: The owner of the Epic, responsible for analysis and 
iterative delivery plan.  
Data Type:  User 
Initial Value: <none> 
 

Name: Estimated Story Points (MVP) 

Description: The estimated effort in terms of Story Points for the 
implementation of MVP features for the Epic.   
Data Type:  Integer 
Initial Value: <none> 
 

Name: Estimated Cost (MVP) 
Description: The cost of delivering the MVP features of the Epic, which 
could be calculated from the Estimated Story Points: Estimated Story 

Points (MVP) * cost per story point.  

Data Type:  Float 
Initial Value: <none> 
 

Name: Expected Type of Return 
Description: The type of return expected as a result of delivering the 
Epic.  

Data Type:  Type of Return (allow multiple values) 

Initial Value: <none> 
 

Name: Anticipated Business Impact 
Description: The revenue, ROI or other financial metric used to 
represent business impact in monetary terms.   
Data Type:  Float 

Initial Value: <none> 
 

Name: Go/No-Go Decision* 
Description: Recommendation from Portfolio, Solution or Program 
Management as to whether the Epic should be put on the Backlog or 

Rejected based on the business case analasis.    
Data Type:  Go_NoGo 
Initial Value: <none> 
*Note: You can delete the existing Go/No-Go attribute once you’ve updated the artifact in the next 

step, if desired.  

 

20. Navigate to the Artifact Types pane, and select [SAFe] Lightweight Business Case to open it for 

editing: 
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21. Change the name and description:  

 

22. Scroll to the Artifact Attributes  pane and add the following attributes: Start Date, 
Estimated Completion Date, Funnel Entry Date, Epic Owner, Go/No-Go 

Decision, Estimated Story Points (MVP), Estimated Cost (MVP), Type 

of Return, Anticipated Business Impact, using the to put them in 

alphabetical order.  

23. Click Save to save your changes.  

24. Finally, update the [SAFe] Lightweight Business Case artifact template by navigating to Templates, 

selecting Artifact Templates from the Templates pane, and then using the pencil icon next to [SAFe] 

Lightweight Business Case to edit it:  
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SOLUTION INTENT 
25. Navigate back to the Artifacts view, then click the [SAFe] Solution Intent Template artifact to open it:  

 

26. Click the Edit button and add this section for Compliance:  

Compliance 

<Describe the considerations for Compliance, citing specific regulations that are fixed as well as 

those that are variable in nature.> 

27. Save your changes.  

28. Select Manage Project Properties from the Administration drop-down menu:  

 

29. Click Templates on the menu bar, then Artifact Templates in the Templates pane: 
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30. Update the [SAFe] Solution Intent Template to refresh its contents from the [SAFe] Solution Intent 

Template artifauct:  

 
31. Click OK.  

Congratulations! You have completed the SAFe 4.5 configuration for your Rational DOORS Next 

Generation Portfolio environment! 

 

RATIONAL QUALITY MANAGER SAFE 4.5 TEMPLATE 
CONFIGURATION 
In this section, we configure your existing SAFe 4.0-based RQM project areas to support SAFe 4.5. The 

updates to be made are related to the terminology change from Value Stream to Large Solution.  

PREPARATION 
To configure an RQM project area that supports SAFe 4.5, you start with an existing project area created 

using the SAFe 4.0 process template. You then will apply changes as documented in this section.  

We will assume your RQM project area is My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio. If you need to create one, follow these 

steps, otherwise go directly to SAFe 4.5 Portfolio Configurations.   
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1. Launch RQM’s Administration Page in your browser and log on as an Administrator.  

2. Navigate to the Templates page by selecting the Template option from the menu bar.  

Ensure you have the SAFe predefined templates deployed. If you do not see these process 

templates, click the Deploy Predefined Templates link.  

 
 

3. Select Project Areas > Create > Project Area from the menu bar and create a new SAFe 4.5 Quality 

Management Portfolio project area based on the existing Quality Management for SAFe 4.0 

template:  

 

4. Add yourself as a member of the project with the Test Administrator and Test Team Member roles.  

5. Click on the Explore Project hyperlink to go to your project area.  

SAFE 4.5 PORTFOLIO CONFIGURATIONS 
32. Launch RQM in your browser and navigate to the My SAFe 4.5 Portfolio project area.  
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ARTIFACT CATEGORIES 
33. Select Manage Project Properties from the Administration menu:  

  

 

34. Expand Artifact Categories on the left and click on Test Plan Categories. 

35. Change the SAFe Value Stream level by selecting it and then choosing Edit on the Action menu. 

 

36. Change the name to SAFe Solution and click OK.  

37. Save your changes. 

 

ARTIFACT TEMPLATES 
Update the Value Stream Test Plan template. 

38. Select Manage Artifact Templates on the Administration menu:  
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39. Group by Type and select Show All to see all the available templates. 

 
 

40. In the Test Plan section, click on SAFe Value Stream Test Plan Templat to open the Manage Test 

Plan Template. Make the updates highlighted in green:  

 

41. Click OK.  
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DASHBOARD  
Change the name of the Value Stream tab on the dashboard. 

42. Navigate to the project area dashboard and click on the Value Stream 1 (rename) tab, then select 

Rename from the drop-down list:  

 

43. Rename the tab Solution 1 (rename):  

 

 

44. Save your changes.  

Congratulations! You have completed the SAFe 4.5 configuration for your Rational Quality Manager 

Portfolio environment! 

 


